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ABSTRACT: While scientific logic indicates that retreat is the reasonable approach to address the 
impacts of climate change on coastal assets under threat the socio-political logic is often to defend 
those assets in place. Defence works can consist of conventional rigid seawalls, flexible armoured 
revetments or artificial dunes and nourishment. Experience has shown that conventional seawalls are 
not readily adaptable and are prone to catastrophic failure so are not an adaptable option. Artificial 
dune defence works are only practical where there is sufficient space and an adequate on-going 
availability of sand. Revetments however are generally flexible structures and therefore more readily 
adaptable. In recent times concrete armour units have tended to replaced rock armour, particularly 
where the required rock size is not available. The evolution of concrete unit shapes for revetment 
armour has led to increasingly sophisticated designs, with more “efficient” performance. However 
studies have shown that revetments featuring the more sophisticated armour units are less adaptable 
than revetments armoured with the more basic armour shapes and/or rock armour. Hence the 
contradiction that the less “efficient” traditional revetment armour of rocks or unsophisticated concrete 
unit shapes produces a more adaptable and flexible structure than one featuring sophisticated units.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Although some public and private assets had come under threat or had been damaged or lost over the 
years, it was not until the severe storms of the late 1960s and early 1970s, affecting all states of 
Australia, that a realisation developed as to the magnitude of beach fluctuations that can take place on 
exposed coastlines, and that much of the Australian coastline is ambulatory, with a predominantly 
recessional trend. It was a further 3 decades before a broader understanding began to evolve as to 
the potential impacts on both fluctuations and net shoreline trends due to an uncertain future climate, 
and therefore the impact on coastal developments. Today this is still not a universally accepted 
situation. However, it is a fact that considerable public and private investment has already been placed 
into coastal assets that are either currently at risk or that may become threatened over time if/when 
long-term shoreline recession takes place. While a reasonable logical response to long term recession 
and/or increased beach fluctuations would be to progressively withdraw from regions under threat, the 
reality is that given the massive investments, both by governments, and private individuals in coastal 
assets, the socio-political pressures favour defence of those assets. While longer-term economics 
may also support withdrawal, the short-term analysis tends to also favour defence; to some extent 
depending on the beneficiary being prepared to pay the costs of protection of their asset.  
 
There are locations where investment in coastal assets is modest and withdrawal might be a practical 
outcome - certainly future planning should responsibly ensure the ambulatory nature of the coast, and 
its fluctuations, ought to be incorporated in land development policies. However it must also be 
recognised there are locations where major infrastructure either exists, or may need to be constructed, 
that will be in a region of potential threat from present or future coastal processes. There is also the 
socio-economic-political reality that there are already developed regions, involving private and/or 
public assets, where coastal defenses are/will be required and these defenses will need to be 
adaptable to changing climatic conditions. The interesting contradiction to consider is that the higher 
the value of asset under threat, the greater the incentive to intensify development so as to create the 
necessary rating base to fund the defence.  
 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
During the early to mid 1880s, apart from headlands, which were seen as good locations for 
lighthouses, the sandy region of the coast was generally considered undesirable for all but those eking 
out a living from beach fishing. Beaches and their immediate hinterland were difficult to access places 
of moving sand dunes, wind blown sand, mobile swash zones, swamps and the associated mosquitos, 
sand-flies and flies. Besides which ocean bathing was seen at best as undesirable, but at worst, 
illegal. By the late 1880s however some ocean beaches started to become popular places to picnic 



and wade, if not bath in the ocean. The growing popularity of the beach amenity prompted a move to 
provide formal promenades and protection for the picnic and recreational areas behind the beach as 
well as a “tidy” separation of beach from grassed and paved public recreational parkland. The obvious 
answer within Australia was a formal seawall of the nature common in England at the time. So, in the 
late 1880s/early 1900s, mass-gravity vertical stone seawalls, generally of large blocks of sand stone 
or limestone, started to appear; bolstered by depression relief money for capital works to help 
overcome the unemployment crisis of the time. Without any understanding of beach movements the 
toes of these walls were often constructed by simply digging a trench, between 1 to 2 metres deep at 
the back of the perceived “beach” and then placing the lowest blocks in the trench. In some cases 
hardwood sheet piling was driven down a further 2m to 3m, however this was unusual. This lack of a 
proper toe has meant that many of these early walls have experienced various levels of failure, on 
many occasions, over the ensuing years (Gordon, 1989). The crest level of the walls was often 
determined by the ground level of the parkland and formal promenade, plus an allowance for a 
capping wall of 0.5 to 0.8m to provide a restraint for people using the promenade. Because the level of 
the landform behind the dunes had often been naturally determined by wave run-up, many of these 
crests are still only overtopped today by severe storm events. 
 
The First World War terminated seawall construction. However during the “boom times” of the 1920s 
the interest in beaches was rekindled, along with formal seawall construction. This time a number of 
the walls were constructed of either mass concrete or reinforced concrete. Again the crest levels were 
often of sufficient height - however the toe design was non-existent, and again this has lead to 
ongoing failures of these walls. In time an interesting problem with the overtopping water during 
extreme storms became apparent. The earlier stone block walls often didn’t have good jointing, or the 
joints opened as the toes settled, allowing overtopping water and/or groundwater to easily escape 
through the gaps. Unfortunately many of the later concrete seawalls were constructed without 
drainage holes and the water pressure would build up behind the wall causing it to fall over, or more 
commonly would find relief by flowing under the toe thereby scouring out the main support for the wall 
and resulting in its partial or total collapse. An important outcome is the clear evidence that formal 
walls require very well engineered toes that can withstand changing conditions or else catastrophic 
failure can occur. Catastrophic failure of reinforced concrete walls can also occur as the reinforcing 
corrodes. Catastrophic failure of stone block walls occurs if the blocks are not large enough, too much 
of the backing material can escape through voids and/or if the toe hasn’t been designed and 
constructed to withstand the lowest level of scour that can occur. 
 
Interestingly up until the 1920s most, if not all, of the back of beach coastal assets were in public 
ownership with any private development set well back, often landward of a roadway that was in turn 
landward of parkland or promenades, both of which were protected by formal seawalls. However 
during the 1920s the growing popularity of beaches encouraged land subdivisions that resulted in 
private ownership of what was often part of the zone of natural beach fluctuations, or what was to 
become part of this zone where shoreline recession was taking place. The economic depression of the 
1920s/30s followed by World War 2 meant that few substantial dwellings were constructed in this 
vulnerable zone. Development was mostly low value timber framed weatherboard or fibro fishing and 
beach “shacks”. However, during the economic recovery of the 1950s to 1970s a major change took 
place with increasingly valuable masonry, often multistorey, private assets, including apartment 
blocks, being placed in harms way. While in some locations such as the Queensland Gold Coast the 
storm erosion of the late 1960s/early 1970 resulted in a rock revetment design and location for coastal 
protection, albeit often relying on piecemeal construction by individual owners, in most locations storm 
erosion was responded to by the emergency tipping of any quickly available rock, and if none was at 
hand, septic tanks, car bodies, car tires, broken concrete or anything else that people thought might 
save their homes in the emergency. While there have been some well engineered and constructed 
revetments, in the main the existing structures are haphazard and piecemeal. Most have, over the 
years, had the flexibility to surprisingly provide a reasonable successful level of protection, albeit 
requiring relatively easy repair. This has interestingly provided an insight as to how to design and 
construct adaptable coastal defences that can provide an acceptable level of managing risk. 
 
Although sand nourishment and artificial dune building and dune stabilisation can provide the most 
“natural” soft solution (natures revetment/seawall), experience has dictated it has a number of 
drawbacks if used without being accompanied by an underlying “storm revetment”. In order to achieve 
a sand nourishment only coastal protection, massive quantities of sand are required to ensure the 
most severe storm demand can be met and, if recession is taking place, or will in the future, an on-
going supply is required. Further, should a storm, or series of storms deplete the beach and dunes 
then there needs to be ready access to funds and equipment to rapidly re-establish the necessary 
reserves. Experience elsewhere such as on the East Coast of the United States of America, or in the 



Netherlands testifies to the volumes of sand required, the costs and the need for an inexhaustible 
source. Sand nourishment alone has been used in modest projects in Australia however it is 
particularly useful for re-establishing beaches and dunes that bury revetments so that for most of the 
time there is a good standard of public beach amenity, the beach/dune system can respond to a range 
of storm erosion conditions but should a severe storm occur, the underlying revetment provides the 
risk management to protect the back-of-beach public and/or private assets.   
 
3. PRACTICAL, ROBUST, ADAPTABLE COASTAL DEFENCES 
 
Experience dictates that of the broad categories of defence options; formal seawalls; revetments and; 
sand nourishment/dunes, the most practical and robust type of coastal defence that can be adapted to 
manage changes in the water level and wave climate is that of well designed and constructed 
revetments whether constructed of rock or concrete armour units. Importantly however, where such 
revetments are constructed at the back of a public beach it is desirable to incorporate beach 
nourishment and dune building to bury the revetment and hence maintain a reasonable level of public 
beach amenity. Obviously, this nourishment and dune construction may require maintenance/re-
construction, following rare severe storm events. 
 
As discussed, traditionally many revetments have been constructed by simply tipping readily available 
rock along the then alignment of the erosion escarpment, and then undertaking any necessary repairs 
with more rock if damage occurs in subsequent storms. Over time, this additional mass, combined 
with the progressive slumping of the wall, adjusted the slope and topped-up the crest until the 
structure reached stability with the prevailing wave conditions. This approach typically results in a 
revetment with an overall shape more characteristic of a steep beach cross-section. 
 
It was not until the 1930s that a theory emerged for sizing armour rock for specified wave conditions 
(Iribarren, 1938). This was further advanced in the early 1950s (Hudson, 1953) and re-presented in its 
most enduring form in the late 1950s (Hudson, 1959). In recent years new design approaches, such 
as that of Van de Meer (1990), have become more sophisticated however the Hudson formula 
provides a convenient, insight into the behaviour of revetment armour. Regardless of the theoretical 
approach taken, experience dictates that the capital and maintenance costs of revetments are 
generally such that it is still often prudent to undertake physical modelling of the proposed structure so 
as to fine tune the design and verify the performance.  
 
Limitations of available rock sizes, and/or costs, at some locations, have resulted in the substitution of 
concrete armour units for rock. Initially these concrete armour units were shapes that were simple to 
cast, transport and place. While simple shapes such as cubes and rectangular prisms may appear 
favoured they are not particularly efficient at interlocking, and required considerable volumes of 
concrete. Further, the face of the structure is often at the margins of stability if direct tipping is the 
means of placement.  
 
By the 1950s more sophisticated concrete armour units started to appear; the Tetrapod being an early 
example (USACE, 1984). A wide range of very differently shaped units were developed over the initial 
development period of 1950 to 1970, although the rate of development of new units eased off over the 
following two decades (USACE, 1984). Focus on more “efficient”, single layer designs continued 
through the 1970s and 1980s with units such as the Sea Bee and the Accropode emerging. The on 
going “invention” of new unit shapes has in part been driven by the financial rewards from patenting 
the shapes or conversely attempts to avoid existing patented shapes. Often new units are promoted 
on the basis of their improved interlocking characteristics and the benefits of reduced runup and hence 
crest elevation. However, the more complex the shape, the more complicated is the formwork and the 
greater the difficulty with casting, stripping, handling and placement. Further, some of the more 
elegant designs are not particularly robust in the harsh wave environment as they have little tensile 
strength due to reinforcing steel being omitted to avoid seawater corrosion and subsequent concrete 
cracking. Palmer and Christian (1998) provide a useful summary of breakwater design, construction 
and performance.  
 
4. THE IMPACT OF WAVES ON SEAWALLS AND REVETMENTS 
 
The vulnerability of a structure to wave attack is dependent on the ratio of the water depth to wave 
height at the structure. If the structure is in “deep water” then waves “surge” onto it resulting in a 
progressive dispersion of energy. If however the structure is in relatively “shallow water” waves plunge 



onto the structure dissipating a majority of their energy in a narrow zone focussed at around the 
prevailing mean water level. This is characterised as “depth limited wave attack”.  
 
A plunging breaker results in a far more intense attack, the focus of which moves up and down the 
face of the structure with tide, storm surge, wave set-up and the short-term effects of wave group 
modification on water levels at the structure. The worst-case scenario is usually if the design wave, the 
highest energy (height and period) storm wave it is anticipated can occur in the region where the 
structure is located, just breaks as a plunger on the structure at the time when maximum water level 
occurs.  
 
5. SEAWALL AND REVETMENT FAILURE MODES 
 
There are three overall failure mechanisms for seawalls or revetments: failure of the toe; failure of the 
face/slope; and failure of the crest. Any one of these can initiate failure of the overall structure 
however the final failure often involves a combination of at least two of the modes. However, in 
general seawalls tend to exhibit catastrophic failure whereas revetments experience progressive 
failure. It is important to understand the failure modes of seawalls and revetments when seeking to 
understand the likely impacts of climate change on their future stability/adaptability. 
 
5.1 Toe Failure 
 
Toe failure can occur because a seawall’s foundations are insufficiently embedded, or well keyed into 
a hard substrate such as rock. In the case of revetments failure is usually due to the size of the 
primary armour forming the toe being too small and/or at low water levels storm waves break directly 
onto a toe that was designed on the assumption that it would always be submerged. That is, the 
design didn’t allow for a condition of plunging wave attack at low tides and little or no storm surge. This 
is the scenario that can result from attack by large waves that have travelled from a distant storm and 
have longer wave periods, so are more readily refracted onto the structure; an often understudied 
design criterion. More commonly however toe failure results from scour of the bed in the vicinity of the 
toe and in the case of the seawall the toe foundations becoming exposed or in the case of revetments 
there not being sufficient surcharge of material in the toe bench to fill the scour hole.  
 
5.2 Face/slope failure 
 
Given the mass of the stone blocks and their interlocking, it is unusual for the face of massive stone 
block seawalls to fail other than as the result of toe failures. In contrast, reinforced concrete seawall 
panels can fail due to wave impact forces, this being particularly true where the reinforcing effectively 
splits the panel into two unsupported units as it corrodes and expands. Experience dictates that 
conventional reinforced concrete seawalls have a very limited life. Again, mass concrete walls 
generally fail due to toe failure rather than face failure however if sufficient weep holes have not been 
provided to relieve pore water pressures behind the wall, the wall may fail by rotation. 
 
Slope stability of revetments is more complex and is dependent on the angle of the slope, the type and 
size of the primary armour layer, the number of layers of primary armour, the relative size(s) of the 
underlay(s), the degree of interlocking of the armour layer, the friction between armour units, 
particularly for pattern placed artificial armour, the porosity of the armoured slope and finally the filters, 
including the geotextiles, used to limit the underlying material from leeching out through the structure. 
 
Simple revetments normally have at least 2 layers of randomly placed primary rock armour with 
underlay material specifically sized so it cannot “escape” through the gaps in the primary armour. 
Where the structure is made up of a wide range of rock sizes and not constructed with competent 
layers of primary armour, and the rock is undersize, the slope self-adjusts into a beach–like “lazy S” 
shape with a berm near storm water level. As long as the upper slope and crest is regularly repaired 
after storm damage the slope progressively becomes more stable; a “rock nourishment” approach. 
This highlights one of the significant advantages of rock-armoured slopes; their failure tends to be 
progressive rather than catastrophic and can therefore be relatively easily repaired.  
 
Single layer rock armoured slopes are very prone to failure as the displacement of even one rock 
exposes the underlay which is generally only a tenth the weight of the primary armour and therefore is 
readily eroded, producing a crater which progressively de-stabilises the adjacent armour. If a 
revetment or breakwater is to be constructed with a single layer of rock, the rock needs to be well 
matched, have a length to width/height ratio of at least 2 and be carefully placed and interlocked with 



the long axis into the slope. However, in general a single layer rock armoured slope is not considered 
to be a particularly robust structure. 
 
Where good quality rock of sufficient size is readily accessible then, depending on the equipment 
available for transport and placement, rock is usually the most economic armour unit available. 
However, in locations where a structure can be exposed to severe wave attack often either the 
available rock is of an insufficient size, or the transporting and placement equipment is not capable of 
handling the rock; hence concrete armour units become the default alternative. 
 
Concrete armour can be conveniently be divided into two broad types: units designed to be randomly 
placed in multiple layers; normally two layers and those units intended to be placed as a single, 
interlocking layer. The simplest form of concrete armour shape is the cube. These are easy to cast 
and can be readily placed. Concrete cubes tend to experiences the same failure modes as rock slopes 
however once dislodged cube shaped units tend to roll all the way down to the toe and sometimes out 
in front of the structure. Rectangular and triangular prisms generally interlock better than random rock 
or cubes and hence form a more stable slope. There is a wide range of more sophisticated concrete 
armour shapes designed to be placed in multiple layers such as the Tetrapod and the Dolos (USACE, 
1994). Some armour units, such as the Tribar, were designed to be placed as either a single layer of 
interlocking units, or as two layers randomly placed. Generally multilayer concrete armour slopes 
demonstrate progressive rather than catastrophic failure. 
 
Concrete armour units that have been designed to interlock in a single layer have the advantage of 
minimisation of both construction and material costs. The underlay material required for these 
“efficient” armour units often needs to be relatively small so as to achieve the “smooth” slope required 
for effective placement of the primary armour. This can lead to an interesting failure mode, which is 
not generally well recognised. Under storm wave conditions the armour mass can start to pulsate in 
response to the periodic wave action, particularly at around design water level. This “pulsating blanket” 
phenomenon can result in the underlay migrating down the slope, under the armour blanket. 
Progressively a bulge begins to appear around water level and eventually this bulge becomes 
sufficiently large to result in a bursting failure of the armour blanket, leading to a rapid and catastrophic 
slope failure; not predicted by simple consideration of the theoretical stability of the primary armour.  
   
5.3 Crest failure 
 
The vulnerability of the crest is often dependent on whether or not it is overtopped by wave runup, and 
if so, by how much. The level to which runup occurs depends on the angle of the face of a seawall and 
whether it has a return, such as a “bullnose” at the top. For a revetment runup depends on the 
roughness, the porosity and the slope of the structure. Once wave overtopping becomes more than 
minor, there is the potential for seawalls to collapse due to excessive hydrostatic pressures or for 
revetments the armour adjacent to the crest being stripped off landward thereby reducing the height of 
the structure and making it more vulnerable.  
 
Typically, crest overtopping of seawalls or failure on revetments, means scour of the area behind the 
structure. The quantum of damage depends on both the volume of water overtopping, the 
configuration of the area immediately landward of the crest (soil, or pavement or a well constructed 
drain) and the return path for that water. If a seawall or revetment has limited porosity and the return 
path is down through the backing material, or revetment underlay, toe failure can sometimes occur. In 
extreme cases with revetments, severe overtopping can result in dislodged armour units, which then 
become “projectiles”, or “bowling balls” damaging the very structures the revetment was intended to 
protect.  
 
6. IMPLICATIONS OF CLIMATE CHANGE FOR COASTAL DEFENCES 
 
Projections for future climate change point to the potential for increased intensity of storms and hence 
larger waves, longer wave periods, greater storm surge and possibly more wave set-up. Increased 
water depths at structures in shallow water means there is potentially a broader spectrum of the wave 
energy available to create depth limited plunging conditions and hence the length of time the structure 
is exposed to severe wave attack is increased. Further, El Nino/La Nina events and medium-term 
episodic phenomenon such as the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation can significantly modify the short to 
medium term wave climate and perceived trends. Hence, given the potential for future increases in 
wave energy available to attack structures, it is prudent to consider this in the design of future 
structures, and also to review existing structures. 



 
6.1 Adaptive toes  
 
While deeper water may mean the toe has greater cover, if it also means that larger “depth limited” 
waves can penetrate to the structure. This increases the potential for toe scour, and may challenge 
the stability of the toe foundations or armour. The issues to be addressed in both new designs and for 
existing structures include whether, in the case of seawalls, the toe is embedded into a sufficiently 
hard substrate such as rock or whether it can be readily augmented, which is often both difficult and 
expensive. A new rock armour type toe can result in “peening” of the seawall face as the armour is 
moved about by wave action and so is undesirable.  For revetments it is a question as to whether 
there is sufficient armour material in the toe berm to accommodate additional scour and/or whether the 
toe armour underlays and any geotextile filters are sufficiently flexible and robust to accommodate the 
necessary slumping. Also, as to whether the toe armour is of sufficient size to be stable under the 
increased wave attack. If there is adequate material available in the toe berm, and the overall toe 
structure is sufficiently flexible then the toe will tend to adjust its slope to accommodate the new wave 
conditions. Given that slope adjustment is one mechanism for offsetting undersized armour, a modest 
increase in wave conditions may have little impact on the overall stability of the toe. However, if the 
toe fails, the overall structure can be expected to follow suit - so new revetments should be designed 
with adaptive toes and existing structures reviewed and if necessary retrofitted with an adaptive toe. 
For seawalls, given that it is often difficult to retrofit toe structures, toes may need to be designed for 
the expected end life of the seawall given any reasonable assessment of how design conditions may 
change during its life. This means either overdesigning and overinvesting upfront or facing 
catastrophic failure during the design life if design conditions change more than allowed for. 
 
6.2. Adaptive faces/slopes 
 
It is very difficult to design an adaptive face/wall structure for a formal seawall. Either it has to be 
designed for the best estimate of the worst conditions likely to be experienced in its design life, which 
is difficult given the current uncertainties of the actual magnitude of climate change impacts, or 
designed to fail, both of which approaches have significant economic implications. For revetments, the 
Hudson equation (Hudson, 1959) demonstrates that the stability of revetment slope armour is a 
function of wave height cubed. Therefore, where climate change scenarios project even a modest 
increase in wave height, the implication is that revetment slopes that were designed for contemporary 
conditions will be at risk of failure in the future. For a typical revetment with design local water depth of 
3m the theoretical mass required for armour protection with 0.8m of sea level rise will increase by 
100% - that is,ie doubling of required armour mass. 
 
The more sophisticated the primary armour, the more catastrophic the failure mode and hence the 
less opportunity there is for repair. Further, the more sophisticated the primary armour, the more 
difficult it is to retrofit an armour upgrade. This is particularly true for single layer pattern placed armour 
unit type structures - over time wave action on these slopes produces some “shuffling” of the armour 
that results in the pattern becoming tighter and the frictional forces required to be overcome to remove 
the armour becoming greater. While this enhances the overall slope stability it also means it becomes 
increasingly difficult to repair any damage to the slope, without removal of large sections of the 
armour. The tighter the interlocking of single layer pattern placed armour, generally the “smoother” the 
slope surface with higher wave runup and increasing difficulty to interlock a retrofitted outer armour to 
cope with the increased wave attack. Further, the relatively small size of the underlay makes 
upgrading of the slope, for increased wave conditions, virtually impossible without first stripping the 
entire slope, down to the toe, of both the primary armour and the underlay.  
 
For a rock slope, if the wave conditions exceed the design size, the slope simply adjusts to form the 
“lazy S” berm shape. As long as there is sufficient rock economically available, and a timely response 
is possible, all that is required is “topping up” of the upper slope to replace the material that has 
migrated down the slope to form the berm. Good access both to new rock and to the structure itself is 
imperative. The other advantage of rock armour is that it can be upgraded as necessary at a later 
date. Howe and Cox (2017) provide guidelines based on laboratory wave flume testing for three 
options for upgrading a 2 layer conventional rock armour revetment – (i) add a rock berm below water 
level (ii) add layer of larger rock and (iii) add single or two layers of concrete armour units. Concrete 
units need to have a unit shape that integrates well with the existing rock for both repair and/or 
upgrade of the slope to be effective. Caution must be exercised however to ensure the stability factor 
and the interlocking characteristics of the repairing/upgrading concrete armour is empathetic to that of 
the rock otherwise the scale of the concrete armour can end up being a poor fit to the rock size. 



Experience suggests that if the indicative stability factor of the new repair/upgrade armour is more than 
approximately three times that of rock then, regardless of the enhanced theoretical stability, the 
armour units are too small to effectively interlock with the existing rock surface and more than two 
layers can therefore be required. 
 
Where a slope is already two layers of randomly placed concrete units designed for a specific design 
wave condition, maintenance of damaged areas and/or upgrade of the slope to cope with larger wave 
conditions, can prove difficult. If the required size of the new armour is modestly greater than existing 
then a similar shaped unit is often the most efficient and effective solution. However if the upgrade 
requires a significant step in armour size care must be taken to ensure that the new units both 
interlock with the existing armour but at the same time do not compromise their structural integrity. 
Foster (1985a) provides useful comment on the difficulties experienced if artificial armour unit types 
are mixed.  
 
Some sophisticated shapes, such as Tribars and Dolos are potentially fragile and these can be 
damaged if units of a larger mass, and/or of a non-sympathetic shape are placed on top of them. 
Similar to the rock slope case, if the stability coefficient of the upgrade concrete units is too different to 
those already in place then this can result in both interlocking and required layer thickness issues. 
Generally, the most easily upgraded slopes are those armoured with concrete units that have a robust 
shape, and which present an easily interlocked surface such as Tetrapods or Hanbars. While these 
units are less efficient in terms of the equivalent weight of concrete required they present a slope that 
is more adaptable. Howe and Cox (2017) provide guidelines for the upgrading of a 2 layer 
conventional Hanbar armour revetment by either (i) adding single or two layers of larger Hanbars or (ii) 
adding a single layer of high density concrete Hanbars of same volume as existing – wave flume 
testing may indicate the upgrade using concrete armour units may require replacement of the existing 
armour layers. 
 
Experience on NSW breakwaters has shown that the Hanbar, with a stability coefficient of 
approximately 2.5 times that of well-shaped random rock, is a particularly useful unit for repair and/or 
upgrading of rock breakwaters, and/or breakwaters with mixed rock and simple concrete shaped 
armour. The Hanbar has the further advantage that it only requires very simple, and easily stripped, 
formwork. Further, if at a later date larger units are required due to increased wave conditions 
Hanbars are sufficiently robust and present a favourable interlocking surface that will accept the larger 
units and therefore will accommodate adaptive upgrading of the slope. So, counter intuitively, simple 
armour units provide a more adaptable slope than more “efficient” sophisticated armour shapes. 
 
6.3. Adaptive crests 
 
Higher water levels in the future mean greater wave runup that is only likely to be compounded by the 
potential for larger waves. Therefore vulnerability of the crests of seawalls and revetments is likely to 
be increased by either additional overtopping, for crests that already overtop, or a new regime of 
overtopping for crests that were not designed to be overtopped. For seawalls it is often difficult and 
potentially destabilizing to the entire structure to try to retrofit elevated crests and hence the main 
option is to attempt to manage the increased overtopping and preventing it from damaging the asset 
being protected. For revetments, provided there is sufficient room behind the crest and there is 
practical access, repair and upgrading can be relatively straightforward. Hence there is good reason to 
ensure that any assets landward of the crest are at least 6m back from the rear of the crest. 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Flexibility is the key to future adaption. Formal seawalls are inherently inflexible and prone to 
catastrophic failure and hence are a poor choice for coastal defenses. On the other hand revetments 
are flexible structures that can be adapted to changed design conditions. However, the more 
sophisticated the armour units used on revetments, the less flexible the revetments tend to be and 
hence the apparently contradictory approach, which needs to be embraced, is that often the least 
“efficient” armour, whether it be rock or artificial concrete units, may provide the most robust long term 
solution for managing an uncertain future climate.  Further, structures that can be readily repaired, re-
configured and have progressive failure modes are preferred over those that can potentially fail 
catastrophically. This re-directs future design philosophy back to adaptive, self adjusting rock slopes, 
or if adequate rock sizes are not readily/economically available, more basic and robust artificial 
armoured units; the potentially counterintuitive return to designs of over 40 years ago. It also highlights 
the need to review the adequacy of existing structures. Again it is important to consider the amenity of 



the public beach environment and so revetments should preferably be designed to be buried under 
artificial dunes which, following severe storms, can be reinstated. Mass sand nourishment alone is not 
considered to be economically practical in most Australian open coast locations; semi protected 
coastlines such as those in South Australia may well be the exception. 
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